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Welcome to Classic Yacht!
It’s my pleasure to introduce you to
Classic Yacht online magazine, where
we hail great boats and the people and
places that make them so enjoyable.

space in your cockpit locker or on
your hard drive, since they’re always
kept in perfect condition at
www.classicyachtmag.com

Classic Yacht brings the world of
beautiful, capable yachts and their
colorful owners to your desktop,
laptop, or aft deck. Lovers of great
boats, be they power or sail, old or
new, fiberglass or not, will discover
an intriguing wave of stories to fuel
their dreams and enrich their time on
the water. Classic Yacht online magazine is devoted to the authentic
boating experience.

In addition, the digital magazine can
include multimedia clips from around
the world. Reading an interview of a
charismatic craftsman is one thing,
but in the pages of Classic Yacht you
will also be able to watch and hear
parts of the interview. Or see video of
a long-awaited launching and get a
rich sense of the moment. With a little
help from our readers, this and more
can be part of the Classic Yacht experience. Have you ever read your favorite magazine on a 42-inch HDTV? I
have, and all it takes is a simple Svideo cable connecting your laptop to
your boob tube. It sounds cliché, but
this type of magazine publishing
really is the wave of the future.

Combining the look and editorial
substance of a world-class magazine
layout with the economies of digital
publishing has several advantages. A
quality publication can be targeted to
a niche audience, namely those who
love great boats. Publishing lead
times are weeks or months ahead of
traditional “paper, ink, and delivery
truck” magazines, so time-sensitive
topics get to you more quickly.
Electronic archives don’t take up

What is a classic yacht? As Supreme
Court Justice Stewart once famously
quipped on another, more risqué topic,
“I know it when I see it”. Classic Yacht
celebrates power and sail, and doesn’t
4
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exclude any construction material or technique. And “classic” does not just mean
“old”! Amid the sea of cookie-cutter pleasure
boats, there exists a thriving group of dedicated craftsmen producing unique modern
yachts not to be missed.
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We’re assembling a first-rate crew to deliver all this. The United States Power
Squadrons will provide current, relevant
seamanship tips in the Captain’s Orders
feature. This premier issue of Classic Yacht
includes contributions from those involved
in the design of yachts from Chris Craft,
Sparkman & Stephens, Ted Hood, Garlington and more, as well as real owners of
storied boats. We hope you’ll contact us if
you have a great story to tell, too.
Your Classic Yacht subscription is free. There’s
no catch. As long as we do our part to attract
readers, advertising revenue will pay the
mooring bills around here. If you like what
you see, tell a friend. Tell the entire marina!
Now’s the time to break the proverbial champagne bottle over the bow of Classic Yacht.
Enjoy!
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On Wat
Hacker Craft; and Duckers, a 1954
Chris Craft. Most would agree these
stamps are more fun
than
September’s
issuance: Jury Duty
stamps. The Chris Craft
Antique Boat Club had
everything to do with
the classic boat
stamps and absolutely nothing to
do with the civic-minded postage.

USPS Issues Wooden
Boat Stamp Series
Making snail mail cool again
Beginning in August ‘07, the United
States Postal Service will begin
issuing a four-stamp collection of
classic boats. The boats featured are:
Frolic, a 1915
Hutchinson
Brothers
L a u n c h ;
Dispatch, a
1931
Gar
Wood; Thunderbird, a ‘39

LA Court Ruling
Could Make Boating
Illegal in Much of
U.S. MRAA Appealing
In a ruling being disputed by the
Marine Retailers Association of
America, Judge Robert G. James of
the U.S. District Court, Western
Division of Louisiana, has decreed
that boating and fishing on the Mississippi River and other navigable
inland waters constitutes criminal
trespassing. Says MRAA president
Phil Keeter, “Because essentially all
the waters and waterways of our
country are considered navigable in
6

tch
the U.S. law, this ruling declares
recreational boating, water skiing,
fishing, waterfowl hunting and
fishing tournaments—except if conducted in a navigable shipping channel (kids, don’t try this at home –Ed.) to
be illegal and the public subject to jail
sentences for recreating with their
families”.
Judge James further opined in the
August 29 decision that the public
does not have the right under federal
and Louisiana law to boat or fish
outside the marked channel of the
Mississippi River, extending private
control over the waters of the river
outside the channel to waterfront
property owners.

USPS (not the stamp folks)
collaborates with Classic Yacht
We are pleased to announce that the
United States Power Squadrons will
contribute to Classic Yacht online
magazine in this space. Everyone on
the water benefits from an educated
boating public, and together we’ll do
our part by providing boating safety
reminders and information on Power
Squadron courses around America.
USPS has 60,000 members organized
among 450 chapters across the U.S.
and has been honored by three U.S.
presidents for its civic contributions.
www.usps.org

Perhaps this gives the Recreational
Boating & Fishing Foundation’s
“Take Me Fishing” campaign a new
raison d’etre. “Take me fishing, in
case I grow up to be a judge.”
The Coast Guard and National Marine Manufacturers Association are
also fighting this onerous ruling,
according to the MRAA. We’ll keep
you posted.
7
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On Wat
Power Squadron “U”
Continue the Education, Continue the Adventure
The United States Power
Squadrons have developed a
program of continuing education
that has the flexibility of change
and is provided in a
recognized format.
By Darrell Allison
The United States Power Squadrons
have had a long and distinguished
history in the field of boating
education, a history that has seen a
transition from preparing sailors for
war to safety instruction involving
recreational boating. Today, USPS is
embarking on a grand plan for
expanding that educational base
through an outreach program known
as USPS University.
USPS believes a comprehensive and
custom tailored boating instruction
program is needed for today’s often
complex and hi-tech on-the-water
environment. Until now there was no
complete, updatable and certifiable
8

continuing education program for
boaters. The programs recognized
or provided by many states often
provide very short programs
requiring but a few hours to review.
Also available are many selfdirected courses designed to
emphasize safety needs, some rules
of the road, a heavy dose of the state
rules and laws and occasionally
some very limited navigation
instruction. A short course provides
only the bare bones information
with a target of reducing boating
accidents on the water.
From this standpoint, the short
course concept has had success. The
numbers issued by the US Coast
Guard and the various State Boating
Law Administrators indicate a
reduction of reported accidents and
deaths that is often attributed to the
required or recommended learning
programs in place.

tch
USPS University and the
Boater Certification Program

Quality Instruction

“The Boater Certification Program, a
result of the new boating education
structure that will be called USPS
University, identifies, provides and
instructs the courses that will
enhance specific on the water
experiences and provide the correct
a nd ne ce s sa r y ne e d-to -k n o w
information”, says Chief Commander Ernie Marshburn.

USPS insures that the instructors are
technically the very best. USPS has
developed a comprehensive, national
Instructor Certification program to
insure that the material delivered in
the USPS public education programs
and seminars is state of the art and
professionally presented by the
squadron instructors. National
Education Officer Dick Kyle noted
that, “Thousands of USPS instructors
have completed this new instructor
certification program. Every day the
number increases as the USPS
instructors complete the certification
program and obtain their USPS
teaching recognition. The quality of
our instructional staff is critical to the
acceptance by the boating public and
ultimately the success of the new
USPS University program.”

In the USPS BCP, core curricula are
clustered with an assortment of
seminars made available by the
member squadrons.
This boater
certification will include proficiency
and skill-building activities plus
instruction and examination,
covering elements of recognition for
close to shore operations and
navigation. Instruction for the
offshore sailor and cruiser, as well as
advanced coastal navigation, covers
coastal boating with curriculum and
instruction targeted to offshore and
extended boating adventures.

“USPS courses will span the range
from traditional to modern navigation
techniques, from sextants to GPS,
from VHF to ham radio and beyond.
9
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On Watch
The goal is to offer a full-featured
and diversified curriculum in
boating education that is tailored to
meet the needs of the basic boater
while building advanced skill levels
for experienced boaters”, Commander Mashburn notes.

The USPS University concept’s full
program is scheduled to launch in
January 2007. For existing USPS
members, the new program will
permit broader selection and
flexibility in designing an educational
curriculum allowing members to
select which electives they are most
interested in. Kicking off phase one
of the program are six new fun and
interesting USPS seminar courses.
Seminar discussions and skill
building activities are targeted to
GPS, VHF and GMDS Radio Systems,
Knots, Boat Handling, Weather, and
How to Read a Chart. With expanded
curriculum, the reason for the label
USPS University is apparent with
broader and more flexible choices of
educational topics and a number of
certificate options.

The USPS University courses are
envisioned and modeled on a
principal similar to the US Coast
Guard Captains License, as for-credit
courses and enhanced with minicourses, and short seminars.
Completion of the programs will
lead to boat operator certification in
four increasingly complex levels of
competency; Inland, Coastal,
Advanced Coastal, and Offshore
Navigation. Coupled with
recognition of USPS recreational
boating partners, the program will
provide certification that is
nationally recognized with the fun
and satisfaction of educational and
personal success, along with the
possibility of reduced insurance
premiums by some major coverage
providers.

For additional information about the
United States Power Squadrons
University, other educational programs,
membership or activities, click onto
www.usps,org or telephone USPS
Headquarters at (888) FOR-USPS
(888-367-8777).
11
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On Watch
Tom Fexas, Designer of
Midnight Lace, Dies

Palmer Johnson
in the U.S.,
Cheoy Lee, and
Grand Banks in
Asia,
and
Abeking
&
Rasmussen in
Germany.

Prolific naval architect began
career as nuclear project
engineer for Trident Class
submarines
Tom Fexas died November 29 in
Stuart, Florida. He began his yacht
design firm in 1966 but continued on
at the Electric Boat division of
General Dynamics until 1977. The 44’
Midnight Lace was unveiled at the
1978 Ft. Lauderdale Boat Show to
much acclaim, launching Fexas’ fulltime yacht design career.

cheoyleeassociation.com

Tom
Fexas’
regular column in Power & Motoryacht
brought laughs to many a reader
during his nearly twenty-year affiliation with the magazine. Many of his
columns recounted time aboard
vintage Elcos in the 1950s in and
around Long Island Sound.
Fexas was born in Queens, New York.
He earned a bachelor’s degree in
marine engineering from the State
University of New York Maritime
College, and later graduated from the
Westlawn Institute of Yacht Design.

Fexas once remarked in his regular
Power & Motoryacht column that the
success of the Midnight Lace at that
show had much to do with the fact
that more than one mooring space
was allocated to the boat, allowing
her to be displayed at a dramatic
angle to the dock rather than stern-to
as is the practice.

Tom Fexas Yacht Design Inc. continues to offer design services under the
leadership of 20-year TFYD veteran
Wyatt Huggins in Stuart, FL. Current
projects range from 29 to 80 feet.
www.tomfexas.com

More than one thousand boats are
claimed to have been built to Fexas
designs, including yachts built by
12

A New Way to Enjoy Great Boats
Classic Yacht becomes world’s largest magazine!*
*60” television required

boating magazine at will. This works
especially well with a wireless
internet connection.
After you’ve
read Classic Yacht from cover to cover
three times, you’re free to wander the
balance of the world wide web as
well.

If you’re reading this on a laptop, get
your hands on an S-video cable and a
huge television. Simply connect
laptop and TV with said cable, fiddle
around a bit with the TV/Video
button on the set, and sit back. Flip
the pages of your favorite super-sized
13
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The Band

Morris Yachts M42—cocktail hour
9.16.06

200
Jeremy Wurmfeld and Robbie Doyle
toast success aboard the e33

PHOTOS: BILL PRINCE
14

06

Sunset: Key West has Mallory Square,
Newport has Bannister’s Wharf

Boat
Show
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PHOTOS: BILL PRINCE
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Clockwise from left:
Every girl who grew up on the water dreams of a wedding like
this; CY’s cheese-head editor; a sandwich in every glass; part of
the matchless parade of boats in Newport Harbor; Island Packet
SP Cruiser; the staff at Bowen’s Wharf; Morris M42.
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PHOTO COURTESY OF NEWPORT INTERNATIONAL BOAT SHOW
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Newport’s

International Yacht
Restoration School
has recently
secured funding
to complete a
restoration of
“America’s Most
Historic Yacht”.
Built in 1885,
Coronet is
undergoing a
total restoration.
According to
IYRS, Coronet is
the only grand
yacht to survive
the “gilded age”.

This shot was taken
through the tinted,
corrugated Lexan
walls of the yacht’s
enclosure. Note the
modern superyacht
mast in the reflection on the right.

BILL PRINCE
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Newport, Rhode Island was a

pressure from the English government persuaded colonial leaders

Goat Island, visible in the background. Eighteenth-century pirates

at the 36th annual Newport International Boat Show held in Sept

smaller spring boat show is scheduled June 15-17, 2007

22

hotbed of pirate activity until

s to arrest and hang scores of them in 1720. Many are buried on

s would surely envy the multimillion-dollar sales booty brought in

BILL PRINCE

tember. Next year’s show runs from September 13-16, although a
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Calendar

BILL PRINCE
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0
0
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January
4-7 San Diego Boat Show

February
1-4 Strictly Sail Chicago

San Diego , CA

Chicago, IL

sandiegoboatshow.com

strictlysail.com

5-14 London Int’l Boat Show

7-11 Vancouver Int’l Boat Show

London, UK

Vancouver, Canada

londonboatshow.com

vancouverboatshow.com

15-19 Acura Key West Regatta

9-18 Helsinki Int’l Boat Show

Key West, FL

Helsinki, Finland

premiere-racing.com

finnexpo.fi/vene/

17-21 Minneapolis Boat Show

14-19 Strictly Sail Miami

Minneapolis, MN
minneapolisboatshow.com

Miami, FL
strictlysail.com

18-21 Strictly Sail Philadelphia

15-19 Miami Int’l Boat Show

Philadelphia, PA
strictlysail.com

Miami, FL
miamiboatshow.com
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Victory in Seattle
By Tom Blackwood
It was on a Friday, the 25th of August, while enjoying spectacular
weather in the Northwest, when
the guests started to arrive in numbers. The buzz of voices grew and
so did the smiles and amazement
as each drew near the pier and
they saw them; a fleet of beautifully maintained tugs. Bell Harbor
Marina located in downtown Seattle, Washington at Pier 66 was the
gathering site for over 30 Lord
Nelson Victory Tug owners and
fifteen of the salty yachts.
This would turn out to be the largest gathering of Victory Tug owners in the history of the company,
which began some 20 years ago.
built; the 41’with just six having been
built, and the 49’, the prize of the
fleet, numbering eight in existence.
For a worldwide fleet of about 90
boats extending from Japan across
North America to the Mediterranean,

Yachts of all hues and sizes created
a colorful scene in the harbor,
drawing a good deal of attention
from the many passersby. There
were three models present: the 37’,
the most popular size with 76
26
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each other to some extent through
years of correspondence, e-mails and
articles in the quarterly newsletter,
Tuggers, many had never met in person.

having 30 of them represented at the
first International Lord Nelson Victory Tug Rendezvous was considered
an over-the-top success.
Although most of the group knew
27
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Right: The onboard marriage (L to
R); Janis Bialko, Tom Blackwood,
the “reverend” Ted Shann

Below: Lord Nelson
Agate Pass. L to R:
D, Tug E. Bear, Lady

NANCY NELSON PHOTO

SHERYL TOEWS PHOTO

Handshakes and hugs were in
large supply as names and faces
connected. One could not help but
feel the excitement and observe
the strengthening bonds of camaraderie. When the word got out
that a couple became engaged, one
of the captains performed an impromptu on-deck marriage. Although “good only for the duration of the cruise”, the captain said
it was as real as real could be. It
was a beautiful sight with rose petals laying on the highly varnished
caprails, a walk down the side
deck “aisle”, even the bride’s bou-

quet helped set the scene. All attended, gathering on the dock below to witness the joining of this
couple, from the first oohs and ahhs
and finally in the end cheering
wildly at the sealing kiss. A funloving group, these tuggers are!
That evening the entire group
gathered for an excellent dinner at
Cutter’s, one of Seattle’s Pike
Street Market top restaurants with
a expanding view over Elliot Bay.
Looking west across Puget Sound,
the impromptu wedding party
enjoyed a sunset of gold and crim28

Left: The author with builder
Tommie Chen in front of
Thistle Dew and Pet Tug.

n Victory Tug 37s at
: Thistle Dew, Nellie
y, Pet Tug, Equinox

NANCY NELSON PHOTO

of Ocean Eagle Yacht Building
Corp of Pa-Li, Taipei, Taiwan
where these beautifully appointed
seaworthy tugs were built.

son as the sun settled into the
Olympic mountains.
At dinner, the tuggers were introduced to three very special guests
that would be making a presentation the following day.
These
guests were: Loren Hart, the founder and designer who developed
the concept to build the Victory
tugs; Jim Backus, the naval architect that took the idea and drafted
plans for what has become the
most desirable and authentic looking of the pleasure tugs; and Tommie Chen, the builder and owner

On Saturday, the entire group
gathered at the Odyssey Marine
Center to listen to these individuals present an unscripted history of
how the Lord Nelson Victory Tugs
became a reality. For two and a
half hours the group listened intently, hanging on every word
knowing that a gathering of these
key players might never occur
again. Loren stated that he focused
29
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his design interests on the inside of
the boat and that Jim took care of
the technical aspects of designing
the hull and exterior. Without a
doubt, this was the highlight of the
rendezvous and all were glad they
had traveled the distance (some
thousands of miles) to be there
when the story was told.

the 49’ tug. It turned out the boat
was too big to get out of the boatyard so trees had to be cut down
to clear the way. Then, the moving and maneuvering of it required two 60-ton cranes, one at
each end of the vessel. Furthermore, when they got to the bridge,
the 49’ vessel was too tall! The solution was to unbolt the bridge
from the base, taking off all the
nuts and bolts, lift the bridge and
pass the tug underneath. Needless

Throughout the presentation anecdotal stories would arise. One such
story dealt with the construction of
30

The Tugs

In the next issue of Classic Yacht, Tom
Blackwood provides an in-depth history of the
Victory Tug’s design and construction details.

49’
Guinea Rider
Polar Mist
Sounder

ness. Customer satisfaction played a
part in the success of the Victory
tugs. Each delivery was made by a
crew that went to the various receiving locations and cleaned the tugs up
and outfitted them before turning
them over to the owner.

41’
Carolina
Sheryl Ann
37’
Annie
Equinox
Lady
Mikfin
Morning Mist
Nellie D
Pet Tug
Thistle Dew
Tug E. Bear
Vickie Marie

These tugs have become classics in
the pleasure boat world.
Although their numbers are few, after over 20 years many are still enjoyed by the original owners. That is
testimony to the desirability of owning a Victory Tug. Well, that and being a part of this vivacious group
which continue to give classic care to
a truly classic yacht.

to say, the following tugs were
built in a different location that
avoided a repeat of that exercise.
Though originally designed in the
Seattle Westlake office as a Northwest boat, the popularity of the
Lord Nelson Victory tugs really
took off at the Miami Boat Show.
In time, that popularity came back
home to the Northwest and in 3-4
years a competing pleasure tug,
the Sundowner, was out of busi-

NORM MANNY PHOTO
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Living Legends
The waterfront is peppered with
colorful men and women who have
shaped the prettiest and winningest
sailboats, sport fishermen, and
globetrotters we know.
Meet them here.

Designer of the Lord Nelson Victory Tug,

Jim Backus sits down with

Yacht

ClassiC
32

Jim Backus greets Tom Blackwood, right, author of “Victory in Seattle”, page 26
Hospital, Jim applied to Pearson Yachts
as a draftsman/designer after having
completed half of the Westlawn course.
At Pearson, Jim worked in the Engineering department on such designs as the
365 motorsailer, 424 ketch sailboat, and
the 535 ketch sailboats and did redesign
work on others. Additionally, he
worked with the prototype crew as the
informal liaison learning well from an
experienced crew.

James Backus began his yacht design
career in 1975 when he enrolled as a
student in the Westlawn School of Yacht
Design, now called Westlawn Institute
of Marine Technology. At the time Jim
was employed by National Lumber of
North Haven, Connecticut, as an inside
salesman.
With the support of his wife Helen, a
registered nurse at Yale-New Haven
33
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Living Legends Jim Backus
In 1989 Jim moved back to Stamford,
A move to Seattle occurred as Bob
Connecticut to take the position of
Perry of Robert H. Perry Yacht DeEducation Director at Westlawn as it
signers, Inc. offered Jim a position as
became Westlawn Institute of Marine
designer in his firm. While there, Jim
Technology. During this time, Westworked on such designs for the
lawn upgraded
Nordic
and
its
existing
Norseman
In
1981
Jim
struck
out
on
his
texts,
wrote
sailboat compaown, opening a design office on
new texts and
nies as well as
integrated
several private
Lake Union in Seattle after
computers into
client designs.
receiving his first commission, the
the school. In
37’ Lord Nelson Victory tug.
1997 Jim beAfter graduatcame president
ing from Westof Westlawn and during this period
lawn School of Yacht Design in 1981
the Lite design course was developed,
Jim struck out on his own, opening a
more marine industry training
design office on Lake Union in Seattle
courses were offered and marketed
after receiving his first commission,
with great success. Jim maintained
the 37’ Lord Nelson Victory tug. The
close contact with Westlawn students
37 was followed by the Lord Nelson
throughout their education, and
Victory 49’ tug, the Gatsby 39’ Lake
many under his tutelage have gone
Union Dreamboat and a combined
on to enjoy great success in the maeffort by Jim and Gary Grant, the 45’
rine industry.
Cherubini trawler. At this time
design work was also done for SunnJim actively designs through his firm
fjord Boats, Livingston, Glasply
of Backus Group LLC, 45 Edgerton
Boats, Skookum Yachts and other
Street, Darien, Connecticut 06820.
regional builders. Private designs
203-656-1144.
included a 60’ dining gondola, fire
rescue boat and what was at that time
ultra-modern powerboat designs.
34
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Brooklyn
Boatworks
Talented yacht designers
volunteer their time to teach
city kids the art of
wood boatbuilding

BROOKLYN B

The crew of Brooklyn Boatworks celebrates the launch of Optimist Hull #3, SS C
36

BOATWORKS

PHOTOS: BROOKLYN BOATWORKS

CHICKEN WING, this past June at the Audubon Center, Prospect Park, Brooklyn.
37
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Boatbuilding has returned t
Brooklyn,
working experience. Each boat is
constructed without power tools, and
does not require a formal woodshop
space.

Only this time the vessels
are much smaller, the builders much younger, and the
goals much different.

The students work in all phases of
boatbuilding, from basic tool safety,
to reading plans, to lofting, to cutting
and assembly, to naming and painting the finished boat. The curriculum
now includes various lessons in the
metric system, measuring, and calculating volume and density.

For the past three years, groups of 4th
through 7th grade students have been
taking part in an after-school boatbuilding program aptly named
Brooklyn Boatworks, the brainchild
of Jeremy Wurmfeld, Jeremy Galland, and Carl Persak. Over the
course of a school year, each group of
students will build a plywood Optimist pram, a boat actively sailed and
raced by over 150,000 students their
age in over 110 countries around the
world.
The main goal of Brooklyn Boatworks is to provide an introduction
to boats and their construction while
providing a fun and rewarding after
school experience. This syllabus is
suitable to 4th through 7th grade
students living in an urban environment and requires no prior wood38

to
New York
“The Optimist is
the perfect choice for
a young student’s
first boat. At 7’-6”
overall, the boat is
small and the shapes
and parts are simple,
so the students relate
to the scope of the
project.
Interestingly, the
original hulls were
built in plywood, so
we have the official
class plans, allowing
these hulls to be
measured and actively raced in the future.”
Carl Persak

39
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“The first school that gave us a chance was in Manhattan and the only space they had for us
was in a hallway, outside their auditorium. The students were really into it, so we worked
really hard to adapt boatbuilding so it could literally be done anywhere, without the infrastructure of a woodshop. The way we build now requires much more student involvement
since everything can now be done simply, and by hand.” -Jeremy Wurmfeld

“We really give the students credit. They come here after a full day of
school and we ask a lot of them to concentrate, work in teams, and listen
to our instructions. They make learning the subject fun and boat-related.
We’re slowly working our way into more abstract concepts such as density, with our holy grail being lessons on why something floats. This in
itself is a subtly difficult concept to grasp, but our students are working
on the understanding.” -Jeremy Galland
40

Brooklyn Boatworks launched hull
#3 this past June at the Audubon
Center in Prospect Park, Brooklyn.
Named by the students “SS
CHICKEN WING,” she was sent into
the waters during a launch ceremony
attended by all the students and their
teachers. Today, work is progressing
on Hull #4 at the Brooklyn School of
Collaborative Studies in Carroll
Gardens, Brooklyn. Every Tuesday
afternoon the students take a break

from their normal playground time,
and go to work in a first-floor class
room.
Contact Brooklyn Boatworks:
Carl Persak
Brooklyn Boatworks
carl@brooklynboats.org
www.brooklynboats.org
646.824.9119
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Building a Tradition of Nautical Excellence...Innovative Design...
Proven Quality!
St. Croix Marine Products, Inc. is a premium
manufacturer of davits for power and sail
boats, swim platform roll-on systems, removable cranes, ladders and associated hardware and mounting accessories. Our innovative designs and proven quality have continued since St. Croix Removable Davits were
first introduced in 1989. New davit designs
and product development is ongoing.
New products now include St. Croix RollOn Systems and St Croix TipUp Davits. In
addition we've added heavy duty davits to
our Removable Davit line (#500) and to
our Rotating Davit line (#488). Since 1989,
the St. Croix product line has expanded to
include the following:

Removable Davits
Rotating Davits
Roll-On Systems
TipUp Davit Systems
Removable Cranes
Ladders
Custom Applications

Telephone: 952-858-8393
Fax: 952-858-8390
Postal address: 7870 12th Ave. South, Bloomington, MN 55425
Email: StCroix@Davit.com
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Restoration

reference informative restoration techniques
for your fiberglass, wood, or alloy yacht and
learn from the experiences of peers through a
series of detailed restorations
43

Bertram 31

THE PLAN:
Gut this ‘63 Bertram 31,
Dreamsicle, in preparation
for a complete restoration
Irvington, VA

Michael Kennedy has a lot to think about
as he recovers from knee replacement
surgery.
He’s begun the process of
completely restoring an example of one of
the most recognizable fiberglass boats in
history, the Bertram 31.
While over two thousand Bertram 31s
were built from 1961 to 1983 (23 more
“Silver Anniversary” examples were built
in ’86), it never seems to be enough, as
used models are constantly in demand
regardless of condition. According to the
authoritative source bertram31.com,
“They went to rouges and royalty,
Top: Kennedy’s idea of what the 31 will look
like finished. Right: The tough-looking Bertram
sat unused for years.
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“This is the rarest of all Bertram 31s, a hardtop
express.” - Michael Kennedy
away, more conducive to the heavy
lifting that lies ahead.

grizzled marlin captains and fairweather sailors. Many of them are
still tearing across the whitecaps.”
The current owner of Bertram Yachts
Inc., Norberto Feretti, is said to own a
Bertram 31.

The boat had been sunk when Kennedy found it, so he recently removed
everything from the boat that isn’t
fiberglass and steam-cleaned the
empty hull. A neighbor on his creek
in Irvington, Virginia sold a pair of
lightly used 300hp Cummins diesels to
Kennedy after replacing them with
bigger Yanmars in his own boat. A
mostly-faithful restoration continues,
taking full advantage of forty years’
worth of advancements in mechanical,
electrical, and plumbing components.

Says Kennedy, “This is the rarest of
all Bertram 31s, a hardtop express.
Most hardtops were abandoned
because the rear struts were weak and
had no lateral support, thus destroying the windshield frame. I am
adding an arch in place of the rear
strut and keeping the hardtop.”
Kennedy’s 31 has been in his possession for five years and he’s recently
moved the boat from a yard 100 miles
from home to a location just a mile

Look for continuing updates on the
restoration of Dreamsicle in future
issues of Classic Yacht.

Life begins at 40: The empty hull steam-cleaned inside and freshly painted topside.
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Van Dam

PHOTOS COURTESY OF VAN DAM

W O O D C R A F T
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SUSAN C
A Boat Like No Other
Each wooden boat brought to life at
Van Dam has its own unique and colorful story. All have one thing in common, though; a client with a dream of
creating a boat that is unique and specially suited to his or her own persona.
Whether large or small, simple or
complex, these floating works of art
are designed and built to be admired
and enjoyed for generations well beyond the client’s years.

Excellence In Wood
Thirty Years On
Steve Van Dam had his first hands-on
experience with wooden boats at age
ten, helping his father and brother
restore a small Crescent sailboat in
otherwise landlocked (were it not for
the Grand River) Grand Rapids,
Michigan. In 1977, after an apprenticeship with the estimable Ontario
boatbuilder Vic Carpenter and a stint
as a homebuilder, he was hired to refit the interior of a 54’ Palmer Johnson
motorsailer moored in Cheboygan,
Michigan. Since then he and his team
have built over twenty of the world’s
finest contemporary wooden boats
and have married modern performance in power and sail with quality
craftsmanship meant to last for generations.

The Susan C project was no different
in the beginning, starting with the first
tentative inquiry, followed by numerous phone conversations and finally a
visit to the Van Dam facility where
many finished Van Dam boats spend
their winter months. The boat that
captivated the builder’s new client
was Alpha Z, a masterpiece of seemingly impossible detail and craftsmanship. It was soon apparent that our
new client had a vision of a boat that
would rival the genius of Alpha Z.
The following months in the design
process revealed a client with a remarkable knowledge of all things mechanical, and the process of choosing
the engines and drive system was

Fifteen years ago an opportunity for
continued
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thoroughly reviewed, to the delight of
Van Dam’s designer, Michel Berryer.
Settling on twin 440 h.p. Yanmar diesels hooked to surface drives, the design process could begin in earnest.
Research of available drive hardware
resulted in systems with a “bolted on”
look, so the challenge was to design
and build custom surface drives
which would be better integrated into
the overall design. At this point in the
design process it became obvious that
the entire project was to be
“entertainment” for a very knowledgeable and creative customer. He
and his wife traveled to Michigan
monthly to be involved in every step
of the design and build process. The

length of the boat started at 29 feet and
grew to 38 feet to accommodate comforts such as air conditioning, LCD
fold-down TV, hot and cold water, two
showers, microwave, vacuflush head,
two radar/chartplotter displays, full
navigation electronics, genset, inverter,
some very interesting battery switching, remote hatch lifts, bow thruster, Kplanes, and electric sun top. Yanmar
embraced the project and removed her
engines from the assembly line before
they were painted to allow the distributor to detail the engines with custom paint, stainless overbraid hoses,
and chrome. All in all, a showpiece to
be enjoyed!
48

So...how does she run?
After extensive testing this fall Susan C is running nearly 56 knots
at full load, so after the engines are fully broken in the estimate is
another knot or two. She handles and trims perfectly! To date, all
testing has been done with Mercury cleavers, and from that data
new propellers are being built for cruising. She was designed to be
a comfortable and efficient sport cruiser and Susan C is all of that.
From the client’s first inquiry to final finish and testing, everyone at
Van Dam has been involved in her creation. From the thousands of
design and craftsman hours, to brainstorming and researching each
and every detail with a very creative and knowledgeable couple,
the entire process was a truly delightful experience. -Jean VanDam
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Left: Iris, a 31’ trunk cabin launch designed
for day trips around the straits of Mackinaw. A mahogany framed canvas top can
be extended aft to enclose the entire cockpit
for camping or brisk weather..

expansion arose thirty miles away
in Boyne City, where Van Dam now
resides both on the waterfront and
on a nearby 15-acre site with a
woodshop and heated storage space
for local clients. Van Dam prefers
to service the boats he’s built for a
number of reasons, not the least of
which is to be able to keep an eye
on all manner of construction details as the boats age and learn from
the accrued empirical data.
Today Van Dam has the capacity to
build up to 100 feet in length and
touts hull completions, refits, complete restorations and on-site heated
storage. “And we love old runabouts!”, proclaims their promotional pieces. “Give us your battered, tattered boat, and we’ll give it
back to you in showboat condition.”
Van Dam Wood Craft is located at
970 E. Division Street, Boyne City, MI.
616. 582. 2323.
www.vandamwoodcraft.com
Right: Alpha-Z, completed in 1998 to
a design by Michael Peters. She hits 86
knots (100 mph).
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Tough new emissions
requirements for diesel
engines have produced
a new crop of great
re-powering options

Power

UP

Trends and technologies in the
automotive industry typically take
several years to trickle down into the
marine marketplace. This can be
especially true with engines.
Electronic fuel injection for gasoline
engines was just coming onto the
marine scene in the early 1990s, three
years after the last carbureted
passenger car was sold in the United
States.

Yanmar

For 2007, however, the United States
Environmental Protection Agency
and the European Union’s Recreational Craft Directive are both
mandating strict new emissions
requirements for diesel engines.
Tougher rules apply both on the road
and afloat for new oil-burners. These
rules have resulted in a new

generation of diesel engines which
are almost universally lighter, more
powerful and more efficient than
their predecessors. This is good
news for anyone considering repowering an older boat with new
diesels. In these pages we look at
the latest offerings from Cummins,
Lugger, Volvo and Yanmar.
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Yanmar Marine is introducing four engines in its newgeneration BY series, developed under a close working
relationship with BMW.

yanmar.com

Yanmar
says
the
combined
technologies of
these
two
market leaders
should set new
standards
for
high
performance
marine
engines
and
significantly
widen
the
propulsion
package choice
for boat builders
and
their
customers.

they replace. The engine dry weights
are 250kg and 310kg respectively.
All of the engines in the range meet
the new EPA Tier 2 and European
RCD emissions regulations for 2007.
These diesels are similar in weight to
gasoline engines of equivalent
capacity, and produce a similar rate
of acceleration, so says Yanmar.
Electronic control is by secondgeneration common rail with
magnetic injectors and the engines
include a CAN bus system with
NMEA
2000
protocol.
The BY engines are both turbocharged and intercooled.

BY Series

These are fourcylinder diesels
at 147hp (110kW)
and 177hp (132kW), plus six-cylinder
models at 217hp (162kW) and 256hp
(191kW), rated at 4,000 rpm WOT.
The engines will be available for both
inboard and stern drive applications.

The four engines are available with
the latest Kanzaki marine gears or a
choice of MerCruiser Bravo One,
Two or Three stern drives, develo p e d s pe c i a l l y f o r d i e se l s .
The BY series went into production
in summer 2006.

At two liters and three liters
displacement they are lighter, more
compact and cleaner than the models

yanmar.com
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Two new Volvo Penta engines
been added to their range of d

Volvo Penta
IPS350
The Volvo Penta IPS will now be
available for more types of boats,
from express yachts to flybridge
cruisers in sizes from 32 to 48 feet.
To reduce vibrations, the new engines
have engine blocks reinforced with a
special “ladder frame” and a cylinder
head cast as a single unit. Commonrail fuel injection contributes to a
quieter and more pleasant engine
sound without diesel clatter. In the
Volvo Penta IPS350 model, the
balance shafts are integral (mounted
in the engine block) to compensate for
the engine’s rotational forces,
resulting in considerably smoother
operation at cruising speed.

The IPS350 is a four-cylinder diesel
with turbocharger, intercooler and
compressor. It has a capacity of 3.7
liters and a crankshaft output of 260
horsepower at 3,500 rpm.
The Volvo Penta IPS350, together
with all the other models in Volvo
Penta’s engine range, meet the
rigorous US and EU emissions
requirements
for
2007.

The Volvo Penta IPS350 is an
extension of the existing IPS range
launched in the 2005 model year. The
new engine is an adaptation of the
D4-260 engine developed by Volvo
Penta and launched in 2004.

“But we decided to go a step
further,” says Lennart Sellman of
54

s, the IPS350 and IPS600, have
drive systems for powerboats.

But there are additional environmental gains according to Volvo
Penta. Thanks to the higher
efficiency of the new IPS system, fuel
consumption is up to 30 percent
lower and noise levels and vibration
up to 50 percent lower, compared
with boats equipped with conventional inboard installations, they say.

volvopenta.com

Volvo Penta IPS350 specifications
Displacement: 3.7 Liters
Crankshaft output: 260 hp at 3,500
rpm.
Torque: 615 Nm at 2,000 rpm.
Configuration: In-line four-cylinder
diesel turbocharged, intercooled.
Displacement: 3.7 Liters
Weight, including Volvo Penta IPS:
790 kg.
Emissions: Complies with EU RCD
and US EPA Tier 2.

Volvo Penta. “Our engines go beyond
fulfilling the requirements, for
example by meeting one of the major
challenges: acceleration without
exhaust smoke. The low emissions
values result from the advanced
design, which combines electronics
with a newly designed engine that
enables precise control and full
monitoring of engine combustion.”

volvo.com/volvopenta
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If the Lugger’s 40hp L844D
the Cummins QSK 50 is

Lugger

lugger.com

L844D

Whether as the prime mover of a
small vessel, or the wing engine on a
larger one, the Lugger L844D exhibits
the reliability, simplicity and
durability that the product line is
primarily
known
for.

iron manifold, expansion tank and
heat exchanger are combined into a
single, reliable component. Most
service points are grouped on a
common side to make routine
maintenance
a
breeze.

The L844D produces 40hp at 2800
rpm, or 30hp at 2400 rpm. Built to the
rigorous specifications of Lugger’s
custom marinization process, the
L844D features a high power-toweight ratio and fuel efficiency.

The L844D is certified to meet
current emission standards. With the
world renowned technology of
Northern Lights engineering, and an
eye toward the simplicity and
efficiency required by small vessel
operators, the L844D produces big
time marine propulsion in a small
package.

Mechanically injected and naturally
aspirated, the L844D is a diesel
dynamo in a technologically
advanced package. The L844D’s cast

lugger.com
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D isn’t quite enough for you,
good for up to 2,100 hp.

Cummins
cummins.com

QSK 50

to precisely control the combustion
process. Cummins has utilized an
advanced in-cylinder to meet Tier 2
and Stage IIIA emissions standards
without increasing displacement of
the KTA engines, helping to keep
installation process simple for those
who may have the earlier engines
already fit. Minimal changes to the
footprint, mounts, ratings and
optional equipment ensure less
complexity for new installations and
re-powers.

Cummins has introduced the QSK38
and QSK50 for propulsion and
auxiliary applications. These latest
additions to the Quantum Series
product line are designed to meet
EPA Tier 2 and EU Stage IIIA
emissions regulations. These engines
are a further refinement of the KTA
38 and 50. The two new engines are
being built and marinized at
Cummins’ Daventry, UK facility.
The two engines use Cummins’
modular common rail fuel system,
allowing for multiple injection events

cummins.com
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Destinations
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PHOTOS: BILL PRINCE

The Heart of Harbor Country
Nestled along the extreme southeast
shore of Lake Michigan, New Buffalo
has leveraged its geographical assets
to boost tourism since 1835, when
captain Wessel Whittaker returned
after a disastrous shipwreck of his
schooner Post Boy a year earlier. En
route to Chicago from Buffalo, New
York, Whittaker and crew found
themselves washed up on nearby
Grand Beach. On the resultant trek to
St. Joseph to spread the bad news, the
tired crew stumbled upon a harbor
Whittaker believed could one day

rival the port of Chicago.
The dream sparked construction of
sawmills and supporting businesses,
and the beaches quickly attracted
those traveling overland between
Detroit and Chicago. In 1934, the
state declared New Buffalo “The
Gateway to Michigan”. The current
visitor’s center on nearby I-94 is now
the busiest in the state.
While tourism thrived, the harbor and
the channel leading to it were not
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thoroughly dredged until contractor
Paul Oselka completed the project in
the early 1970s. Of course New
Buffalo has never competed with
Chicago for the title of Lake Michigan’s busiest port, but it does benefit
mightily from Chicago’s prominence.
New Buffalo, Grand Beach, and the
balance of the Harbor Country burgs
have become Chicago’s nearest
eastern summertime playgrounds, to
the point of unofficially observing

“Chicago time” since the cities don’t
share the same time zone. Even
separated as they are by a tiny sliver
of Indiana, Chicago businesses often
make deliveries here, so important is
the Chicago dollar to this quaint
freshwater hotspot.
The harbor itself is clearly the focal
point of the city, surrounded as it is
by a wide, popular beach and lazy
dunes. With about a thousand slips,

PHOTOS: BILL PRINCE
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Dockage

boating season” depending on whom
you ask.
100 W. Water St.
Summer phone: 269.469.6887
Winter phone: 269.469.3574

Close to a thousand slips are nestled
between the huge public beach and
the quaint New Buffalo downtown.
The Michigan Department of Natural
Resources operates New Buffalo
Municipal Marina. Slip reservations
can be made at michigan.gov/dnr.
Thirty transient slips are available to
45 feet, and both 30 and 50-amp
electrical service is available along
with showers, the usual amenities
and a dog run. The marina is open
May 1 to Sept. 15 or “during the

Oselka Marina is adjacent to the
municipal marina and boasts new
floating docks for the 2007 season
along with a new pool and wireless
internet (for reading CY). Slips from
25 to 46 feet are available, although
transient slips may be tough to come
by. Oselka celebrates fifty years in
business in 2007. 514 W. Water St.
Phone: 269.469.2600
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the scene is set each Friday for weekend
warriors, match racers, landside shoppers and late-night revelers to descend
upon the harbor and wide-open beach.
One of the city’s best perches is far out
on the huge, rocky breakwater during
and after a light-air race.

Raritan parts are in back) is only three
blocks from the water. Quite a time
can be had on foot in New Buffalo, as
a baker’s dozen eateries and watering
holes are within striking distance of
the harbor. Art galleries and emporiums abound, and there’s a natural
emphasis on outdoor fun.

The street that bears captain
Whittaker’s name leads directly from
the marina to the balance of downtown, where a decent ship’s store (the
pretty stuff’s in the window, the

While no challenge to the port of
Chicago, nearby New Buffalo is
nonetheless a welcome escape on the
opposite shore of this Midwest sea.
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Rosie’s: Breakfast, lunch and more
breakfast. Big omelets, small prices
and busy in season. Get up early and
sit by the window. 128 N. Whittaker
St.

Dining
Casey’s Bar & Grill: Seafood, steaks,
a 70 year-old art deco bar and a great
backyard patio. Home of “New
Buffalo Wings”, those clever marketing whizzes. 136 N. Whittaker St.

Stray Dog Bar & Grill: Burgers, beer
and nightlife as close to the harbor as
any. Rooftop bar good for impressing
others by pointing out someone else’s
boat. 245 N. Whittaker St.
eatthedog.com

Hanna’s: Something for everyone. A
Harbor County “Best Of”. 115 S.
Whittaker St. goSWM.com

More at newbuffalo.org
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Instant

PHOTOS COURTESY CHRIS CRAFT
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Chris Craft
Speedster

iC
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Like her bigger sis

PHOTOS COURTESY CHRIS CRAFT

Sarasota, FL

OMC had the wherewithal to refresh
the Chris Craft product line, tapping
into baby boomers’ fond Chris Craft
memories of their youth with a
Michael Peters retro design theme.

By the time OMC Corp. assumed
control of the Chris Craft facility in
Sarasota, Florida (and leased the
Chris Craft name from a broadcasting
company) in the 1990s, a revolving
management door in the past twenty
years had well and truly squandered
every ounce of the storied boatbuilder’s brand equity. Before its
demise at the hands of in-house
engine brands Johnson and Evinrude,

In 2001, new ownership consolidated
the Chris Craft facility and name, and
built upon the rejuvenated product
offerings. The entry level Chris Craft
is the 20’2” Speedster pictured here,
available with or without the extra
66

sters in the 22, 25, and 28-foot Launch series, the Speedster is
equipped with bespoke stainless steel deck hardware..
(and quite attractive) slathering of
topside teak.
Equivalent MerCruiser and Volvo engine and
drive packages are offered, one
each of 4.3L or 5.0L displacement.
The Volvos have 225hp and 270hp
ratings, their outputs higher by 5
and 10 ponies respectively than
their Merc counterparts.
With a 20-degree deadrise deep-vee
hull, the Speedster does a fine job
of managing lake and coastal chop.
Like her bigger sisters in the 22, 25,
and 28-foot Launch series, the
Speedster is equipped with bespoke stainless steel deck hardware. She’s available with eleven
different hull and boot stripe color

combinations, helping to ensure that
modern Chris Crafts not only distinguish themselves from other builders’
runabouts, but from one another as
well. chriscraft.com
941.351.4900
8161 15th Street East
Sarasota, FL 34243

Specifications
LOA 20’2”
Beam 7’11”
Weight 2,850 lbs.
Power 220-270 hp
Fuel Cap. 34 gal.
Top Speed 45 knots
Base Price, approx.:

6.15m
2.41m
1,293 kg
164-201 kW
129 liters
(52 mph)
$42,000 US
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Mighty Classics

The stories behind such ubiquitous names as
Sunfish and Boston Whaler prove that a
classic yacht need not be huge. In fact, many
of the world's dories, skiffs and centerboards provide the highest "fun per pound"
available on the water.
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On the web, there’s a site that fits
squarely into the “different” category. Okay, maybe not squarely
because of the funny shapes & pointy
fins, but you get the point.

in the pacific northwest known as the
Classic Skagit Boat Club, pronounced /ska' jit/ after the tribe of
the same name. In 1999 Bill found
FiberGlassics and agreed after a talk
with Wood to form a regional chapter
known as FiberGlassics Northwest
where, lacking rules or officers, their
motto is “more boating, less voting”.

FiberGlassics.com is the brainchild of
Kelly Wood. This website now boasts
the #1 ranking in a Google search for
“classic fiberglass boats”, and a quick
survey of the site makes it clear why.
With over 2 million claimed hits, it
sports the same flashy look as the
boats it spotlights. Dressed in a
distinctive 1950s flair (plus or minus
a few years), the site is complete with
the pin-up girl artwork of Kelly
Wood splashed around in various
sections. Now in its 9th year, FiberGlassics maintains thousands of
brochure images, help sections and a
busy message board community.

These days the group enjoys meeting
throughout the year, unafraid of the
errant submerged log or nail-spiked
dock. Wood says this group is the

In the mid 1990s, Bill Roberts and a
fellow boater friend Doug Griffith
had been leading a group of boaters
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We’ve faced angry
of r

poster child of what FiberGlassics
represents. They are the type that
would literally “give you the boat off
their back” and ask for nothing in
return except a smile...and to keep

all had a great time! We were now officially a boat club! It was Bill who
called me with a great idea about
hooking up with a guy named Kelly
Wood, and his website called fiberglassics.com. We all talked about it
and decided that this website
(devoted to the restoration and use of
old fiberglass boats) seemed able to
do what we had only dreamed of, so
we thought we’d invest our resources
in his organization. The growth we

A Word From FiberGlassics Northwest
-Doug “Skagitman” Griffith
We had our first ever in-the-water
meet at American Lake in Tacoma.
Some boats ran and some boats didn’t,
but everyone got on the water and we

PHOTOS COURTESY FIBERGLASSICS
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dogs, giant blackberry bushes, even gunfire for the possibility
retrieving long forgotten fiberglass beauties. -Doug Griffith

out with other Skagiteers. We’ve
faced angry dogs, giant blackberry
bushes, even gunfire for the possibility of retrieving long forgotten old fiberglass (soon to be) beauties. We’ve
shared our knowledge, experiences,
our talents, and our love of old boats
with one another, whether we’ve
known each other for many years or
we just met today.

saw from the website (and particularly the message board) was phenomenal! Our club has always been
made up of people that are much
more than merely boating enthusiasts.
I have been amazed at the generosity
and kindness I have seen in so many
of my fellow “Skagiteers”. Our
friends have taken their time and resources to drive (hundreds of miles
sometimes) to our club sponsored
events, for the privilege of hanging

Look for more FiberGlassics in future issues
of Classic Yacht.
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A happier, healthier Hatteras 58’ Yachtfish
We had to call when we saw this listing for
one of Hatteras’ (and designer Jack Hargrave’s) most popular yachts. Nice examples
of the all-American 58’ Yachtfish typically list
for around $300k today, which must make
this a record-low asking price. For good reason. At this writing it was unclear whether the yacht would survive or be
cut up, as the owner had passed and unpaid yard bills were piling up.
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The broker’s unvarnished assessment
included the phrase, “Do not even consider this project unless you have
time, money, and patience in deep reserve.” He didn’t even call it a boat.

This Hatteras 58’ Yachtfish, resting in a Tampa Bay-area boatyard in summer 2006, awaits her date with the chainsaws.
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From James Bond to Wedding
Crashers, we go Overboard to
track down the best classic
yachts ever to appear on the
silver screen.

Four hundred Dyer 29s have
been produced in the past fifty
years, the longest continuous
production run of any fiberglass
boat.

A Spanish couple discovers an
American motor yacht hidden in
a German warehouse for 23
years. With just 12 engine hours,
she’s launched to cruise the
Mediterranean.
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BITTER END

WOODENCLASSICS.COM

Wooden Classics
In the Netherlands, Wooden Classics Trading is becoming a
go-to source of history, parts and boats for sale to a
growing European clientele.
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WOODENCLASSICS.COM

Having fun
yet?
Write us.
CLICK HERE

CLICK HERE TO

Tell your friends
about

Yacht

ClassiC
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